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SUMMARY
This notes describes an obstruction theory for the category SO-Cat of simplicial categories with
a fixed set 0 of objects, which will be applied (in [4]) to the problem of realizing diagrams in the
homotopy category by means of simplicial diagrams of simplicial sets or, equivalently, topological
diagrams of topological spaces.
§ I. PRELIMINARIES
The obstructions to extensions and liftings of maps in the category SO-Cat
(of simplicial categories with a fixed set 0 of objects) will lie in cohomology
groups whose definition (in § 2) involves several VO-categories,Le. categories
with a fixed object set 0 and with hom-sets in a category V, which has finite
products. We therefore start with a brief exposition of these VO-categories.
1.1 VO-CATEGORIES. Let 0 be a fixed set (the elements of which will
be called objects) and let V be a category with finite products and terminal
object *. A VO-category(which is short for "a category enriched over V with
objects set 0") U then consists of [5, p. 180]:
(i) an object U(a, b) EV for every pair of objects a, b E0,
(ii) a "composition" map U(a, b) x U(b, c)-+ U(a, c) EV for every three
objects a, b, CEO, and
(iii) a "unit" map *-+ U(a, a) EV for every object a EO, subject to the usual
* This research was in part supported by the National Science Foundation.
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associativity and unit axioms for composition. Similarly a map u: V-+ V'
between two such VO-categories consists of maps u(a, b): V(a, b)-+ V'(a, b) EV
(a, b E0) which are compatible with the compositions and units in V and VI.
The resulting category of VO-categories and maps between them will be
denoted by VO-Cat.
If V' is also a category with finite products and f: V-+V I is a "product
preserving" functor, then f clearly induces a functor (denoted by the same
symbol) f :VO-Cat-+V'O-Cat.
1.2 EXAMPLES OF CATEGORIES WITH PRODUCTS
(i) The category S ofsimplicial sets. Given a set 0 of objects, the resulting
category SO-Cat is the same as the category sO-Cat of [2, § 1], Le. the category
which has as objects the small simplicial categories with the same object set 0
in all dimensions. Hence [2, § 7] the category SO-Cat admits a closed simplicial
model category structure in which the simplicial structure is the obvious one
and in which a map X -+ Y is a weak equivalence or a fibration iff the induced
map X(a, b)-+ Y(a, b) E S is so, for every pair of objects a, b EO.
(ii) The category G of groupoids. Its objects are the small categories in
which all maps are invertible, and its maps are the functors between them.
(iii) The category M of modules over groupoids. An object of M is
a functor M:O-+(abelian groups), in which 0 is a groupoid, and a map
M 1-+M2EM (where Mi:Oi-+(abelian groups), i= 1,2) consists of a functor
g: O( -+ O2 together with a natural transformation M 1-+M 2g. Given a set 0, a
map M1-+M2 EMO-Cat (with underlying map g:01-+02EGO-Cat) will be
called a module equivalence whenever, for every pair of objects a, b EO, the
natural transformation M 1(a, b)-+M 2(a, b)g(a, b) is a natural equivalence.
1.3 EXAMPLES OF PRODUCT PRESERVING FUNCTORS [3, § II
(i) The fundamental groupoid functor Il1:S-+G. For XES, IlIX is the
groupoid which has the vertices of X as objects and the "homotopy classes of
paths" between them as maps.
(ii) The n-th homotopy group functor Iln:S-+M (n ~ 2). For XES, IlnX is
the Il1X-module which sends a vertex XEX to the n-th homotopy group
7rn(X;x).
(iii) The nerve functor N: G-+S. For 0 E G, NO is the simplicial set which
has the sequences 0 0-+", -+On of maps in 0 as n-simplices (n~O).
(iv) The n-th Ei/enberg-MacLane object functor K( -, n): M -+S (n ~ 0).
Given an object M: 0-+ (abelian groups) E M, the simplicial set K(M, n) has as
k-simplices the pairs (u, v) such that u is a k-simplex 0 0 -+ ... -+Ok of NO (see
(iii» and v is a k-simplex of the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(MOo, n) [6,
§ 23]. The forgetful map j:K(M, n)-+NO E S is a fibration and has an obvious
cross section i:NO-+K(M,n).
(v) The forgetful functor M -+G.
(vi) The (n + I)-coskeletonfunctor Qn =coskn+ 1: S-+S (n ~ 1), Le. the right
adjoint of the (n+ I)-skeleton functor skn+ 1:S-+S.
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(vii) The homotopy inverse limit functor holim SD-+S [1, Ch. XI], where
D is any small category and SD denotes the cat~ory of D-diagrams of sim-
plicial sets (which has as objects the functors D-+S and as maps the natural
transformations between them).
§ 2. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS
In defining cohomology groups for SO-Cat we first consider
2.1 THE COFIBRATION CASE. Let there be given (1.2 and 1.3) a set 0, a map
A -+BE SO-Cat and a local coefficient system on B, i.e. an object MEMO-Cat
with underlying groupoid object G E GO-Cat, together with a map f: B-+NG E
SO-Cat. If the map A -+B is a cofibration, then we define the n-th relative
cohomology group of the pair (B,A) with local coefficients induced by f as the
abelian group Hn(B,A;M) given by the formula (1.3(iv»
Hn(B,A;M) = llohom~G(B,K(M, n»
where hom~G denotes the function complex in the between category
AlSO-CatlNG. The vertices of hom~G(B,K(A1,n» thus are the dotted arrows
which make the following diagram commutative
B----------+ NG
These dotted arrows form an abelian group Zn(B,A;M) and are called co-
cycles. Two such cocycles are said to be cohomologous when they are in the
same component of hom~G(B,K(A1,n» and the resulting cohomology classes
of cocycles form the abelian group Hn(B,A;M). If A is the initial object of
SO-Cat, i.e. A has only identity maps, then one usually writes Hn(B;M)
instead of Hn(B,A;M).
It is not difficult to verify that the cohomology groups have the following
properties:
(i) The cohomology groups are homotopy invariants in the sense that, if
A' )B'
! !
is a commutative diagram in which (1.2(i» the vertical maps are weak equi-
valences and the horizontal ones are cofibrations , then the induced map
Hn(B,A;M)-+Hn(B',A';M)is an isomorphism.
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(ii) IfM-+M' e MO-Cat is a module equivalence (l.2(iii», then the induced
maps Zn(B,A;M)-+Zn(B,A;M') and Hn(B,A;M)-+Hn(B,A;M') are iso-
morphisms.
(iii) IfO~i~n, then Hi(B,A;M) is isomorphic to lln_ihom~G(B,K(M,n».
(iv) If A'-+A e SO-Cat is a cofibration, then there is a long exact cohomo-
logy sequence
... -+Hn(B,A;M)-+Hn(B,A ';M)-+Hn(A,A ';M)-+Hn+I(B,A ;M)-+ ...
(v) A short exact sequence O-+M'-+M-+MH-+O of maps in MO-Cat which
lie over the identity map of 0, gives rise to a long exact sequence
... -+Hn(B,A;M')-+Hn(B,A;M)-+Hn(B,A;MH)-+Hn+I(B,A;M')-+ ...
Next we describe
2.2 THE GENERAL CASE. If A -+Be SO-Cat is not a cofibration, we define
Hn(B,A;M) to be Hn(B',A;M), where A-+B'-+B is a factorization of A-+B
into a cofibration A -+B' followed by a fibration b: B'-+B which is a weak
equivalence. This is permissible because, by standard homotopical algebra
arguments [7], any two such factorizations give rise to the same group, up to
a canonical isomorphism.
To define, in this case, a reasonable notion of cocyc/e is somewhat more
delicate, as the group Zn(B', A; M) does depend on the factorization. However
its subgroup consisting of the maps B'-+K(M,n) which "come from" the
vertices of hom~G(B,K(M,n» does not and we therefore denote by zn(B,A;M)
the abelian group of the vertices of hom~G(B,K(M, n» (as well as the canoni-
cally isomorphic subgroups of the Zn(B',A ;M» and call its elements cocyc/es.
Of course, in this case, the obvious homomorphism zn(B,A;M)-+
-+Hn(B, A; M), which sends each cocycle to its cohomology class, need not be
onto.
2.3 REMARK. Every local coefficient system on B clearly induces one on B'
and it turns out that, conversely, every local coefficient system on B' is module
equivalent (1.2(iii» to such an induced one. In fact a straightforward calcu-
lation yields that, given an object M'e MO-Cat with underlying groupoid
object 0' eGO-Cat and a map f':B'-+NO' eSO-Cat, there exists a canonical
object b.M' e MO-Cat (we suppress its dependence on f') together with a
module equivalence M'(III!')-+ b .M'e MO-Cat with the map IIIb: IIIB'-+
-+IIIBeGO-Cat as underlying groupoid map. As the obvious map M'(III!')-+
-+M' e MO-Cat is a module equivalence, this immediately (2.1 (ii» implies the
existence of a canonical isomorphism Hn(B',A;M')""Hn(B,A;b.M').
2.4 REMARK. As the projection B X NGK(M, n)-+B is an abelian group
object in the over category SO-Cat!B, one readily verifies that the cohomology
groups considered above are a special case of Quillen's model cohomology
groups [7, Ch. II, § 5].
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§ 3. THE k-INVARIANTS
A useful example of the cocycles considered in 2.2 are the k-invariants which
arise in Postnikov and Moore-Postnikov decompositions.
3.1 POSTNIKOV DECOMPOSITIONS. Let X E SO-Cat be fibrant and consider
the sequence (l.2(vi»
X=l!m Q;X- ... -QnX-Qn-IX- ... -QIX.
Each QnX is clearly fib rant and the obvious map X-QnX is 1-1 and onto in
dimensions ~ n + 1 and thus induces isomorphisms 1r;X(a, b):::::: 1r;QnX(a, b), for
all a, b E 0 and i~ n. Moreover 1r;QnX(a, b) = 0 for all a, b EO and i> n and the
above sequence therefore is a Postnikov decomposition of X.
Clearly QIX is weakly equivalent to NIItX (1.2). To describe, up to
homotopy, each map QnX-Qn-IX (n~2), one needs the k-invariants k n+IX,
Le. the cocycles (in the sense of 2.2)
e+ IXE zn+ I(Qn_IX, QnX;IInX) =zn+ l(cosknX, coskn+IX;IInX)
which (see 1.2) assigns to every (n+1)-simplex w:sknL1[n+l]-X(a,b) of
Qn_IX(a, b) (a, b EO), the corresponding element of 1rn(X(a, b); w(O». It then
is not difficult to verify that this cocycle has indeed the property:
3.2 PROPOSITION. Let X E SO-Cat be fibrant. Then the commutative
diagram
n~2
which (2.2) represents e + IX is, up to homotopy, a fibre square (Le. the map
from QnX to the homotopy inverse limit (l.3(vii» of the remaining diagram is
a weak equivalence).
Generalizing this to fibrations one gets the
3.3 MOORE-POSTNIKOV DECOMPOSITIONS. Given a fibration f:X- YE
SO-Cat, one considers the factorization
X = lim Q[X- ... -Q~X-Q~_tX-... -QoX- Y
where Q~X (n ~ 1) is "the (n + I)-coskeleton ofX over y", Le. each Q~X(a, b)
has its j-simplices U~O) the commutative diagrams
skn+IL1U] --->. X(a,b)Iincl. I/(0, b)
L1 U] I Y(a, b)
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and QoX is "the restricted 1-coskeleton of X over y", i.e. each QoX(a, b) has
as its j-simplies U<?O) the commutative diagrams
sklLtU]----+. X(a,b)
j inci. jj(a, b)
Lt U] -----+. Y(a, b)
in which the top map is homotopic to a constant.
It is not difficult to see that the diagram
is, up to homotopy,a fibre square. To describe, up to homotopy, the maps
Q~X-+Q~ _1X (n <? 1) one needs the k-invariantse + If, which are defined as
follows. For every vertex xe X(a, b) (a, b eO), let Fx denote the fibre of f(a, b)
containing x, for every integer n <? 2, let l1~X e MO-Cat be the 111X-module
which sends a vertex xeX(a,b) to the n-th homotopy group Ttn(Fx;x) and
denote by lliXeMO-Cat the lllX-module which sends a vertex xeX(a,b) to
the kernel of the map Ttl (Fx;x)-+Ttl (X(a, b) ;x). Then kn+If (n <?l) is the co-
cycle (in the sense of 2.2)
e+ Ife zn+ I(Q~-IX,Q~X;l1~X)
which assigns to an (n + l)-simplex
w
sknLt[n + I] ~~-+. X(a, b)
jincl. j j(a, b)
Lt [n + 1] -----+. Y(a, b)
of Q~_IX(a,b) (a,beO), the corresponding element of Ttn(Fw(O);w(O». Again,
one readily verifies that these cocycles have the desired property:
3.4 PROPOSITION. Let f:X-+ YeSO-Cat be a fibration. Then the commu-
tative diagram
Q~X
j
----+1 Nlll X
ji
Qn - 1X ----+. K(l1~X,n + 1)
which (2.2) representskn+ If is, up to homotopy,a fibre square.
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§ 4. THE OBSTRUCTIONS
Finally we use the results of the previous sections to obtain obstructions to
extensions and liftings of maps in SO-Cat.
4.1 OBSTRUCTIONS TO EXTENSIONS OF MAPS. Given a solid arrow diagram in
SO-Cat
in which A -+B is a cofibration and X is fibrant (l.2(i», one wants to find
inductive algebraic conditions for the existence of a dotted arrow which makes
the resulting triangle commutative. To do this one considers the sequence
X=lim QiX-+",-+QnX-+Qn-1X-+".-+Q1X
of 3.1 and notes that, given a solid arrow diagram
the existence of a dotted arrow which makes the resulting triangle commutative
is equivalent to the corresponding (already algebraic) problem for the asso-
ciated maps of fundamental groupoid objects, while the following obstruction
result provides an algebraic condition for lifting a map B-+Qn_1X to a map
B-+QnX.
4.2 THEOREM. Given a commutative solid arrow diagram in SO-Cat
n>1
in which A -+B is a cofibration and X is fibrant, there exists a dotted arrow
which makes the upper triangle commutative and the lower triangle homotopy
commutative reI. A iff the cocycle hn+1EZn+I(B,A;llnX), obtained by
pulling back the k-invariant kn + I X (3.1), is cohomologous to O.
It remains to show that this result indeed solves the original extension
problem 4.1, i.e.
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4.3 PROPOSITION. Let A-+B and X be as above and let qn:B-+QnXe
eSO-Cat (n~ 1) be such that, for every integer n> 1, the map qn-I and the
q
composition B~ QnX-+ Qn _ I X are homotopic rei. A. Then there exists a
map q: B-+X e SO-Cat such that, for every integer n~ 1, the map qn and the
composition B -!L X -+ QnX are homotopic rei. A.
PROOFS OF 4.2 AND 4.3. Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from 3.2, while
proposition 4.3 is an easy consequence of the fact that (3.1) each QnX is
fibrant and the maps X -+ QnX are 1- 1 and onto in dimensions s n + 1.
Of course, all this can be generalized to
4.4 OBSTRUCTIONS TO LIFTINGS OF MAPS. Given a commutative solid arrow
diagram in SO-Cat
A IX
L//jf
B I Y
in which A -+ B is a cofibration and f is a fibration, one wants to find inductive
algebraic conditions for the existence of a dotted arrow which makes both
triangles commutative. To do this one considers the factorization of f of 3.3
X = lim Q;X-+ ... -+Q~X-+Q~_IX-+... -+QoX-+ Y
and notes that, given a commutative solid arrow diagram
B • Y
the existence of a dotted arrow which makes both triangles commutative is
equivalent to the corresponding (already algebraic) problem for the funda-
mental groupoid objects, while 4.2 and 4.3 readily are generalized to
4.5 THEOREM Given a fibration f: X -+ Ye SO-Cat and a commutative solid
arrow diagram in SO-Cat
n~l
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in which A --+ B is a cofibration, there exists a dotted arrow which makes the
upper triangle commutative and the lower triangle homotopy commutative rei.
A iff the cocycle hn+ I e Zn + I(B, A; Il~X), obtained by pulling back the
k-invariant kn+ If (3.3), is cohomologous to O.
4.6 PROPOSITION. Let A--+B andf:X--+Y be as above and let qn:B--+Q~X
(n~O) be such that, for every integer n>O, the map qn-I and the composition
q
B~Q~X--+Q~ _ I X are homotopic in ALSO-Cad Y (2.1). Then there exists a
map q:B--+XeSO-Cat such that, for every integer n~O, the map qn and the
composition B~ X --+Q~X are homotopic in ALSO-Cad Y.
We end with some comments on the possible non-uniqueness of the homo-
topy classes of the dotted arrows.
4.7 CONJUGATE LIFTINGS. Given a commutative solid arrow diagram as in
4.4 and a dotted arrow p: B--+X which makes both triangles commutative, call
another such dotted arrow q: B--+ X a conjugate ofp if, for all n~ 0, the induced
maps Pn:B--+Q~Xand qn:B--+Q~Xare homotopic in ALSO-CadY. Then one
has
4.8 PROPOSITION. The homotopy classes (in ALSO-Cad Y) of the conju-
gates ofp are in a natural 1- 1 correspondence with the elements of the pointed
set [1, Ch. IX, § 2]
lim 11l1(hom1(B,Q~X);Pn)
PROOF. This follows from [1, Ch. IX, § 3] and the fact that X is weakly
equivalent to the homotopy inverse limit [1, Ch. XI] of the tower {Q;}.
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